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The Calculus of Voting (Riker and Ordeshook:1968)

Vote iff BP-C+D > 0

B is the difference in utility depending on the outcome.
P is the probability that the vote will be pivotal.
C is the cost of voting.
D is utility gained from voting that is unrelated to the outcome.
I Since P is miniscule the prediction from this model without D

is zero turnout (the paradox of voting).
I Moreover, if the D term does the main work in explaining

turnout then socio-psychological variables are likely to be
more relevant than institutional ones and the peculiarly
‘rational choice’ part of the model. However, . . .

I there may still be successful prediction at the margin, e.g.
turnout varies according to the closeness of the election and
population size (Geys 2006).

I the equation forms a useful framework through which to
understand turnout, and other forms of collective action.



Institutional factors: the electoral system I

Although evidence is not unequivocal (e.g. Blais and Dobryzynska,
1998), turnout tends to be higher in PR systems than majoritarian
systems.

I But it is not clear why (Blais 2008).

Although there are lots of uncompetitive seats in majortiarian
systems, there is limited evidence that turnout is very sensitive to
marginality at the constituency level. E.g. pattern in Britain . . .

% Voting N
Margin of Victory
0 to 10 82.2 529
10 to 20 83.4 633
20 to 30 84.6 350
30 plus 78.6 663

Source: 1997 BES



Institutional factors: the electoral system II

I Not only is this pattern weak, but it only holds for Labour
seats.
I Most likely because the traditional working class have

disproportionately become less likely to vote since the advent
of New Labour.

I In Conservative seats, turnout is slightly higher in the safest
seats.

I Relationship between district marginality and turnout is even
weaker in the US and Canada, i.e. the P term doesn’t seem
that relevant.

Another possibility is that PR systems have more parties and so
more choice.

I However, most studies find a negative correlation between the
number of parties and turnout.
I This is perhaps because fewer parties mean fewer coalitions,

greater clarity of government responsibility and decisiveness of
the election, but this is disputed (e.g. Blais 2006).



Institutional factors: the electoral system III

Since plurality systems are more likely to have just two main
parties, the median voter theorem tells us there is more likely to be
ideological convergence, which would affect the B term.

Consider the difference between approval ratings given to a voter’s
favourite and most disliked party on the following question:
Please chose a phrase from this card to say how you feel about the
(Conservative Party/Labour Party/Liberal Democrats/. . . )?

1. Strongly in favour

2. In favour

3. Neither in favour nor against

4. Against

5. Strongly against



Institutional factors: the electoral system IV

Relative Strength of Preference
(1st over 3rd) % Voting % of population
0 46 29
1 78 53
2 85 16
3 88 2
4 99 0.4
Source: BES 1997, England only

While this is perhaps the strongest predictor of turnout at the
individual level, there is still a difference between electoral systems
in turnout after controlling for relative strength-of-preference
between parties.

Note that those with less knowledge or interest in politics are more
likely to perceive little difference between the parties and so have
less reason to vote.



Further institutional factors I

Rational choice theories often emphasize the importance of
institutions in shaping incentives (in this case to vote) and the
following be understood most clearly thorough the calculus of
voting.

I Compulsory voting - guaranteed to raise turnout if it is
strongly enforced.
I Compare Belgium and Australia with Brazil, Mexico and other

Latin American countries.

I Concurrent elections - concurrent local elections improve
turnout in European Parliament elections in UK

I Postal voting - experiments so far suggest only all-postal
ballots make a difference

I Supermarket/electronic voting - makes no difference

I Weekend voting - probably makes no difference

I Media attention; leadership debates - seem to increase interest
in US, but maybe people wait for the debates before engaging.



Further institutional factors II

I Unicameralism should make elections more decisive, but the
evidence is mixed.

I More MPs per voter should make it easier for politicians to
mobilize people, but we find the contact from elected
politicians tends to be greatest in some of the countries where
there are fewer MPs per person, e.g. Japan and US, perhaps
because of the electoral system.

I Lowering the voting age - would probably reduce turnout by
increasing the chances of someone becoming an habitual
non-voter (c.f. Plutzer, 2002).

If these are to be considered as policy prescriptions, most have
political implications that are far more important than their impact
on turnout.



Cultural factors I

Perhaps the strongest ‘cultural’ predictor of turnout is a sense of
duty to vote, but estimating the true effect is difficult.

I Survey respondents who have just told you they didn’t vote
might wish to avoid saying that they think there is a duty to
vote.

Political trust, satisfaction with democracy and efficacy also seem
to be relevant . . .



Cultural factors II

% Voting % of population
Trust Gov to put nation above party?
Just about always 90 3
Most of the time 88 30
Only some of the time 80 52
Almost never 72 12
Satisfied with way GB democracy works
Satisfied 91 16
Fairly satisfied 83 57
Not very satisfied 79 21
Not at all satisfied 67 4
People like me have no say in gov actions
Agree strongly 77 15
Agree 83 42
Neither 81 20
Disagree 88 19
Disagree strongly 95 2
Source: BES 1997

Note that it is debatable how well we can measure these factors
and whether they are purely cultural or have their origins in the
nature of institutions.



Civic Resources I

A classic theory of political participation states that resouces which
aid civic engagement generally, such as education and income, are
positively correlated with turnout, presumably by reducing the
costs (C term) of voting.

I Richer countries tend to have higher turnout than poorer ones.

I Resource differences might be one of the reasons why class
and age are associated with turnout.
I Note that this has important implications for the

representativeness of election outcomes, perhaps most
importantly when there is low social mobility and
socio-economic status is highly correlated with ethnicity (c.f.
Lijphart APSR 1997).



Class based turnout in Britain
I Working class have been consistently less likely to vote than

the middle class but the gap was small in the 1960s, around
10 points from 1970-2001, but widened substantially since.

Source: Heath(BJPS, 2016)

I Not a pattern that fits with changes in the distribution of civic
resources.

I Heath (BJPS, 2016) argues this is due to the decline in the
number of working class Labour candidates.



Class turnout differential narrowed at the Brexit
Referendum

I Those who did not vote in the 2015 general election were
disproportionately low education and working class Leave
supporters. Many of them turned out in the Brexit
referendum because they cared about the outcome.

NatCen Social Research: Understanding the Leave vote   19

6 The politics of the vote
In this section, we look at whether the 
size of the Leave vote was boosted by 
differential turnout and whether there was 
a change between how people said they 
would vote and how they eventually did. We 
also look at the relationship between the 
vote and political affiliation and how well 
people understood the position of MPs. 

The role of ‘new’ voters
According to the NatCen Panel, the vast 

majority (94%) of those who voted in the 

2015 General Election also voted in the EU 

Referendum. However, a majority, albeit a 

smaller one, of those who did not vote in the 

2015 General Election also voted in the EU 

Referendum (54%). This helps explain the 

fact that the turnout was higher than the 2015 

General Election (72.2% vs. 66.1%).  

Importantly, Figure 12 shows that this group of 

‘new voters’ were significantly more likely than 
those who voted in the last General Election to 

vote Leave. 

Understanding turnout
We know from previous research that turnout at 

elections varies between different groups – for 

example older and higher income people are 

more likely to vote. This was again illustrated 

in the EU Referendum. It is important to note 

that the overall turnout in the Referendum 

was 72.2% whereas in the NatCen Panel the 

estimate was 83%. This is clearly an over-

estimate so the results should be treated with 

some caution. It should also be noted that 

turnout figure in the BES was 93% so we prefer 
to use the NatCen Panel in this analysis. 

Older people were significantly more likely 
to vote than younger groups – we found that 

93% of those aged over 65 voted compared 

with 70% of those aged 18-34. A further 

research question is whether patterns of 

turnout were different in important ways to 

previous elections. This will be explored in 

detail when British Social Attitudes 2016 report 

is published.

However, the NatCen Panel does allow us to 

explore whether people changed their minds 

in the run up to the Referendum, by looking 

at those who responded in both the May and 

September surveys. We find that people who 
reported that if they voted, they would support 

Remain, were significantly less likely to turn out 
than those who reported supporting the Leave 

campaign. Thirty per cent of those who said in 

May that the UK should leave the EU either did 

not vote or voted Leave. This compares with 

21% of those who supported leaving the EU a 

month before the Referendum. 

In the run-up to the vote in May, the NatCen 

Panel estimated that 48% of the general 

population supported leaving the EU2, while 

in September our survey found it to be 51%, 

excluding those who did not vote.  The 

significantly lower turnout among those who 
leant towards Remain is one of the potential 

explanations for the higher-than-expected 

support for Leave in the actual Referendum.

Did not vote 2015

Voted 2015

Base: all adults who voted in the EU referendum aged 18+ NatCen Panel
September 2016 survey

% of all
voters in EU Ref 10%100% 75% 50% 25%

Figure 12. Leave vote by voting history in 2015
General Election

49%

60%

2 Our report in June provided three estimates of voting intention in the EU Referendum; one weighted 
using self-reported likelihood to vote (48%), one based on previous voting behaviour (47%) and the 
unweighted population figure quoted here. 

Source: Swales (NatCen, 2016)



Inequality reduces turnout only when party policies are very
close together

12 Political Studies 00(0)

the interaction, the main effect of inequality is significant and negative across all mod-
els (see models 2, 4, and 6). Moreover, and more interesting from a theoretical perspec-
tive, the interaction term is positive and significant across all models (see model 2, 4, 
and 6), meaning more polarization mitigates the negative effect of inequality on turn-
out. This implies that if, in times of inequality, parties converge and all offer much the 
same policy response turnout declines. But by contrast, if they present conflicting eco-
nomic programs, turnout tends to be higher.

This finding is robust across each of the different samples, and is particularly strong in 
the sub sample which focuses just on those democracies that have continuously enjoyed 
full political rights (model 4).

We present the substantive impact of these interactions in graphical terms in Figure 2, 
which plots the average marginal effects of inequality at varying levels of polarization, 
along with 95% confidence intervals for the full sample from model 2. To ease interpreta-
tion, we standardize the gini coefficient so it has a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 
1. The figure indicates that when party systems are depolarized, inequality has a negative 
impact on turnout. However, as party systems exhibit greater levels of policy polariza-
tion, the negative effect of inequality on turnout is mitigated, and at high levels of polari-
zation, the impact of inequality on turnout is positive.

What is the substantive impact of the results? At low levels of polarization, one standard 
deviation below the mean (1.5), a one standard deviation increase in inequality is associated 
with a 1.25 percentage point decrease in turnout. And at high levels of polarization, one 
standard deviation above the mean (4.5), a one standard deviation increase in inequality is 
associated with a 0.5 percentage point increase in turnout. As polarization increases the 
negative impact of inequality is attenuated. These represent substantial changes. To put 
these effect sizes in context, a one standard deviation increase in the election’s margin of 
victory (eight percentage points) is associated with a 0.75 percentage point decrease in 
turnout. Moreover, nearly 20% of the elections in our dataset were decided by margins of 
less than 2 percentage points, meaning that even small increases or decreases in turnout can 

Figure 2. Marginal Effects of Inequality on Turnout by Polarization.

Source: Polacko (PolStud, 2020)



Current income gaps in turnout increase with age

14 CHRISTOPHER OJEDA

TABLE 3 Continued

Model 5:
Two Gaps

Model 6:
Precursors

Model 7:
Mediators

1992 0.082 0.120 !0.541!

(.105) (.128) (.274)
2000 !0.079 !0.084 !0.287

(.081) (.100) (.179)
2004 0.079 0.118 0.024

(.084) (.104) (.159)
2008 0.159 0.135

(.086) (.107)
Odd Year !0.074! !0.081 !0.234

(.042) (.052) (.137)
Constant !2.524! !3.574! !6.482!

(.271) (.357) (.798)
Observations 19,841 14,689 3,939

Note: Data come from the General Social Survey. Cell entries are coefficients from a logistic regression; standard errors are reported in
parentheses. !p < .05 (two-tailed).

FIGURE 4 The Effect of Current Economic Status on Voter Turnout Grows
over the Life Course (GSS)

my hypotheses. Still, alternative evidence for or against
my hypotheses can be gleaned from within-study com-
parisons of the results from Figure 3. If my life course
hypotheses are correct, then the effect of current eco-
nomic status should be larger than the effect of eco-
nomic history in the studies of older respondents and
vice versa in the studies of younger respondents. In fact,

just this pattern can be found in Figure 3. In the stud-
ies composed of younger respondents—PSID, CNLSY79,
and NLSY97—economic history consistently has a larger
effect than current economic status. The opposite is true
of the NLSY79 and YPSS—studies that are composed of
middle-aged adults on average—where the effect of eco-
nomic history is not even statistically significant in the

Source: Ojeda (AJPS, 2018)



Childhood income gaps in turnout decline with ageTHE TWO INCOME-PARTICIPATION GAPS 15

FIGURE 5 The Effect of Economic History on Voter Turnout Shrinks over
the Life Course (GSS)

precursor model. This finding is consistent with the GSS
results that show economic history stops affecting voting
in middle adulthood.

I also examine whether economic history conditions
the effect of current economic status as a robustness check
on the life course hypothesis. The strength of the results,
which are reported in the supporting information, are
consistent with those reported above. Taken together, the
evidence for the life course hypothesis is mixed but sug-
gestive. The hypothesis is supported with clear evidence
from the GSS and is bolstered by a within-study compar-
ison of the longitudinal data. Nevertheless, the findings
should thus be treated cautiously and with an eye toward
future testing and scrutiny.

Discussion

Due to its persistence, magnitude, and consequentiality,
the existence of the income-participation gap has become
a matter of fact in the study of American politics. In this
article, I build on this canonical work by identifying the
temporal incompatibility between the proposed explana-
tions of the income-participation gap and the evidence
used to prove its existence and by devising a measurement
strategy for economic status that better reflects theories
of political behavior. The findings show that there are

two income-participation gaps and that these gaps to-
gether reveal larger income disparities in participation
than prior research estimated. Secondarily, I provide evi-
dence suggesting that these gaps manifest differently over
the life course.

These findings magnify the troubling aspects of the
connection between economic status and participation
because they show that poor children’s capabilities for
political participation are diminished through no fault of
their own. If the political cycle of poverty is the ways in
which poverty reduces participation, degrades represen-
tation, and leads to policy outcomes that reinforce poverty
(Piven and Cloward 1988), then what are the implications
when poverty originates in childhood? One likely conse-
quence is the absence of policies that are sensitive to the
needs of poor children or that promote the American
dream. Reality abounds in illustrating this possibility,
ranging from the toxic levels of lead in the water in Flint,
Michigan, to the deteriorating quality of public education
in the nation’s poorest communities. This study is thus
important for understanding unequal representation as
much as it is for understanding voter turnout.

The analyses also bring greater clarity to the origins
of the income-participation gap. I show that the pur-
ported causes of the gap are primarily explanations of
the effect of economic history and only marginally expla-
nations of the effect of current economic status. Earlier,

Source: Ojeda (AJPS, 2018)



Networks and Households I

I Social engagement in the community and duration of
residence are positively associated with turnout.

I Fieldhouse and Cutts (JOP, 2012) show that living with
someone who votes increases turnout, especially for young
people, arguably because of within household mobilization.

household are from the same family as the respondent.
Should the inclusion of these variables remove the
‘‘household-other-voter’’ and interaction effect, then
we could surmise that the connection between the
voting behavior of young people and living with
another voter is attributable to the tendency for house-
hold members to share particular political or demo-
graphic characteristics. However, we see in model 2 that
this is not the case. The impact of the ‘‘household-
other-voter’’ variable is still significant and positive.11

Moreover, its interaction with NRFTE status is also
significant and in the direction hypothesized. With the
exception of the oldest age group, after age 18 none of
the interactions are significant, and the gap in Figure 2
remains fairly constant. In other words, living with
another voter has a strong impact on the tendency to
vote, and this is especially true of first-time electors,
confirming Hypotheses 2 and 3.

In order to test whether household contextual
effects are more pronounced where household mem-
bers belong to the same family, we add an interaction
between household-other-voter and a family-group
indicator (model 3).12 As noted above, it is possible
that the pattern of effects shown in Figure 3 reflects
life-cycle differences in household relationships. The
enhanced effects for first-time voters may come about
because they are more likely to live with immediate
family members (which may also be true for those
over 30 for whom we also find significant interaction
effects). This is partly born out in model 3, which
shows that household contextual effects are indeed

stronger for family groups than nonfamily groups (as
measured by the interaction term). Parents may
simply be more effective at persuading their offspring
to vote than spouses or roommates.

To test whether the enhanced contextual effect
for new voters (NRFTEs) reflects this family effect, we
stratified model 3 by age (see online Appendix 2,
Table A2). The models showed that the positive effect
of household context was only present for new voters
if they lived in a family group (i.e., the main effect for
living with another voter was not significant, but the
interaction with living with family was significant and
positive). Older voters were more likely to vote if they
lived with other voters, regardless of whether they
lived with family. However, other voters under 30 also
saw an additional boost to turnout if household mem-
bers belonged to the same family (the main effects and
interaction were significant).

Thus we find that while controlling for a wide
range of social and attitudinal variables including
partisanship does not completely rule out unobserved
causes of household clustering in voting, it does
strongly suggest that contextual exposure to other
voters has an important role. This is largely due to
stronger household effects where household members
belong to the same family.

Conclusions

Existing theories and empirical evidence concerning
political participation and voting have taught us the
importance of three interconnected phenomena.
First, as the many studies of political socialization
have shown over the years, participation is in part
learned at an early age, through the family, through
schools, and through local neighborhood experiences

FIGURE 3 Predicted Probability of Voting (BHPS, model 1)

11The coefficient for single elector is positive, but this is always
offset by the lack of other household voters.

12We remove the age interaction here to aid interpretability. In
order to test the possible three-way interaction, we modeled first-
time voters, other voters under 30 and voters over 30 separately.

866 edward fieldhouse and david cutts
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Networks and Households II

I Dahlgaard (APSR 2018) using a regression discontinuity
analysis of Danish local elections finds that parents are more
likely to vote (by 2.8 points, c.f. average turnout of 75%) if
their child has become recently eligible to vote compared with
if their child was only slightly to young to vote.

I This only works if the child still lives with their parents.



Mobilization

I Those who report having been contacted by parties or are
members of organizations that might mobilize them (e.g.
trade unions) are more likely to vote.

I But there is possible selection bias in our measurement here.
I Parties are more likely to contact people who are more likely

vote for them.



Mobilization crossnationally: Karp et al. BJPS 2008 I

Contact is greater in more candidate centred systems, and
especially in marginal seats.



Mobilization crossnationally: Karp et al. BJPS 2008 II



Mobilization on Facebook. (Bond et al. Nature 2012)

who received the social message were 0.39% (s.e.m., 0.17%; t-test,
P5 0.02) more likely to vote than users who received no message at
all. Similarly, the difference in voting between those who received the
social message and those who received the informational message was
0.39% (s.e.m., 0.17%; t-test, P5 0.02), suggesting that seeing faces of
friends significantly contributed to the overall effect of the message on
real-world voting. In fact, turnout among those who received the
informational message was identical to turnout among those in the
control group (treatment effect 0.00%, s.e.m., 0.28%; P5 0.98), which
raises doubts about the effectiveness of information-only appeals to
vote in this context.
These results show that online political mobilization can have a

direct effect on political self-expression, information seeking and
real-world voting behaviour, and that messages including cues from
an individual’s social network are more effective than information-
only appeals. But what about indirect effects that spread from person
to person in the social network? Users in our sample had on average
149 Facebook friends, with whom they share social information,
although many of these relationships constitute ‘weak ties’. Past
research indicates that close friends have a stronger behavioural effect
on each other than do acquaintances or strangers9,11,13,21. We therefore
expected mobilization to spread more effectively online through
‘strong ties’.
To distinguish users who are likely to have close relationships, we

used the degree towhich Facebook friends interactedwith each other on
the site (see Supplementary Information for more detail). Higher levels
of interaction indicate that friends are more likely to be physically
proximate and suggest a higher level of commitment to the friendship,
more positive affect between the friends, and a desire for the friendship
to be socially recognized29. We counted the number of interactions
between each pair of friends and categorized them by decile, ranking
them from the lowest to highest percentage of interactions. A validation
study (see Supplementary Information) shows that friends in thehighest
decile are those most likely to be close friends in real life (Fig. 2a).
We then used these categories to estimate the effect of the mobil-

ization message on a user’s friends. Random assignment means that
any relationship between the message a user receives and a friend’s
behaviour is not due to shared attributes, as these attributes are not
correlated with the treatment (see Supplementary Information). To
measure a per-friend treatment effect, we compared behaviour in the
friends connected to a user who received the social message to beha-
viour in the friends connected to a user in the control group. To
account for dependencies in the network, we simulate the null distri-
bution using a network permutation method (see the Supplementary
Information). Monte Carlo simulations suggest that this method
minimizes the risk of false positives and recovers true causal effects
without bias (see Supplementary Information).

Figure 2 shows that the observed per-friend treatment effects increase
as tie-strength increases.All of the observed treatment effects fall outside
thenull distribution for expressed vote (Fig. 2b), suggesting that they are
significantly different from chance outcomes. For validated vote
(Fig. 2c), the observed treatment effect is near zero for weak ties, but
it spikes upwards and falls outside the null distribution for the top two
deciles. This suggests that strong ties are important for the spread of
real-world voting behaviour. Finally, the treatment effect for polling
place search gradually increases (Fig. 2d), with several of the effects
falling outside the 95% confidence interval of the null distribution.
To simplify the analysis and reporting of results, we arbitrarily

define ‘close friends’ as people who were in the eightieth percentile
or higher (decile 9) of frequency of interaction among all friendships in
the sample (see the Supplementary Information). ‘Friends’ are all other
Facebook friends who had less interaction. A total of 60,491,898 (98%)
users in our sample had at least 1 close friend, with the average user
having about 10 close friends (comparedwith an average of 139 friends
who were not close).
The results suggest that users were about 0.011% (95% confidence

interval (CI) of null distribution 20.009% to 0.010%) more likely to
engage in an act of political self-expression by clicking on the I Voted
button than they would have been had their friend seen no message.
Similarly, for each close friend who received the social message, an
individual was on average 0.099% (null 95% CI –0.042% to 0.048%)
more likely to express voting.
We also found an effect in the validated vote sample. For each close

friendwho received the socialmessage, a user was 0.224% (null 95%CI
–0.181% to 0.174%)more likely to vote than they would have been had
their close friend received no message. Similarly, for information-
seeking behaviour we found that for each close friend who received
the socialmessage, a user was 0.012% (null 95%CI –0.012% to 0.012%)
more likely to click the link to find their polling place than they would
have been had their close friends received no message. In both cases
there was no evidence that other friends had an effect (see
Supplementary Information). Thus, ordinary Facebook friends may
affect online expressive behaviour, but they do not seem to affect
private or real-world political behaviours. In contrast, close friends
seem to have influenced all three.
The magnitude of these contagion effects are small per friend, but it

is important to remember that they result froma singlemessage, and in
many cases it was not possible to change the target’s behaviour. For
example, users may have already voted by absentee ballot before
Election Day, or they may have logged in to Facebook too late to vote
or to influence other users’ voting behaviour. In other words, all effects
measured here are intent-to-treat effects rather than treatment-on-
treated effects, which would be greater if we had better information
about who was eligible to receive the treatment.
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Social Network Effect. (Bond et al. Nature 2012)

Moreover, the scale of the number of users, their friendship
connections and the potential voters in a given election is very large.
We estimated the per-user effect (the per-friend effect multiplied by
the average number of friends per user) and the total effect (the
per-user effect multiplied by the total number of users) on the
behaviour of everyone in the sample (see Supplementary Informa-
tion). The results suggest that friends generated an additional
886,000 expressed votes (11.4%, null 95% CI 21.1% to 1.1%),
and close friends generated a further 559,000 votes (10.9%, null
95% CI –0.3% to 0.3%). In the Supplementary Information we also
show that close friends of close friends (2 degrees of separation)
generated an additional 1 million expressed votes (11.7%, null 95%
CI –0.8% to 0.9%). Thus, the treatment clearly had a significant impact
on political self-expression and how it spread through the network,
and even weak ties seem to be relevant to its spread.
However, the effect of the social message on real-world validated

vote behaviour and polling-place search wasmore focused. The results
suggest that close friends generated an additional 282,000 validated
votes (11.8%, null 95% CI –1.3% to 1.2%) and an additional 74,000
polling-place searches (10.1%, null 95% CI –0.1% to 0.1%), but there
is no evidence that ordinary friends had any effect on either of these
two behaviours. In other words, close friendships accounted for all of
the significant contagion of these behaviours, in spite of the fact that
they make up only 7% of all friendships on Facebook.
To put these results in context, it is important to note that turnout

has been steadily increasing in recent US midterm elections, from
36.3% of the voting age population in 2002 to 37.2% in 2006, and to

37.8% in 2010. Our results suggest that the Facebook social message
increased turnout directly by about 60,000 voters and indirectly
through social contagion by another 280,000 voters, for a total of
340,000 additional votes. That represents about 0.14% of the voting
age population of about 236 million in 2010. However, this estimate
does not include the effect of the treatment on Facebook users who
were registered to vote but who we could not match because of
nicknames, typographical errors, and so on. It would be complex to
estimate the number of users on Facebook who are in the voter record
but unmatchable, and it is not clear whether treatment effects would be
of the samemagnitude for these individuals, so we restrict our estimate
to the matched group that we were able to sample and observe. This
means it is possible that more of the 0.60% growth in turnout between
2006 and 2010 might have been caused by a single message on
Facebook.
The results of this study havemany implications. First and foremost,

online politicalmobilizationworks. It induces political self-expression,
but it also induces information gathering and real, validated voter
turnout. Although previous research suggested that online messages
do not work19, it is possible that conventional sample sizes may not
be large enough to detect the modest effect sizes shown here. We
also show that social mobilization in online networks is significantly
more effective than informational mobilization alone. Showing
familiar faces to users can dramatically improve the effectiveness of
a mobilization message.
Beyond the direct effects of online mobilization, we show the

importance of social influence for effecting behaviour change. Our
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Figure 2 | The effect of mobilization treatment that a friend received on a
user’s behaviour. a–d, A validation study shows that at increasing levels of
interaction, Facebook friends are more likely to have a close real-world
relationship (a; see also the Supplementary Information). As the interaction
increases, so does the observed per-friend effect of friend’s treatment on a user’s

expressed voting (b), validated voting (c) and polling-place search (d). Blue
diamonds indicate the observed treatment effect. Horizontal grey bars show the
null distribution derived from simulations of identical networks in which the
topology and incidence of the behaviour and treatment are the same but the
assignments of treatment are randomly reassigned.
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Mobilisation efforts over time
(Green and Schwam-Baird 2015, Party Politics)

I Numerous randomised field experiments have established
causal efficacy of mobilisation efforts, including social network
magnification

I Not all interventions work but those which emphasise duty
and public goods work particularly well

I Authors argue that the increase
in mobilisation efforts post 2000
in the US might therefore have
led to rise of turnout.

I But they do not provide a
regression analysis that links
the pattern in the graph below
to turnout levels.

I In 2016 Trump apparently increased turnout substantially
among some groups with little mobilization effort.



Meta analysis of individual-level turnout models
(Smets and van Ham, ElecStud 2013)

I Review of 90 articles from 10 top journals 200-10
I 170 independent variables but only 8 in more than a quarter

of the studies.
I 68% US rest mainly cross-national W Europe. No new

democracies.
I “The variables that we found to have a consistent effect on

turnout in 10% or more of studies are: age and age squared,
education, residential mobility, region, media exposure,
mobilization (partisan and non-partisan), vote in previous
election, party identification, political interest, and political
knowledge.

I “Variables consistently found to have no effect on turnout in
10% or more of studies are: gender, race, occupational status
and type, citizenship, union membership, trust in institutions,
and the closeness of elections.”

I Macro and broader cross-national results differ (e.g. Geys
2006) and study did not look at subgroup effects . . .



Correlates of national-level turnout: Frank and Martinez i
Coma (PolBehavior, 2021)

I Meta analysis limited by sample and not good at identifying
robust correlates

I Systematic analysis of 44 articles on turnout from 1986 to
2017

I 127 potential predictors, of which 70 used

I 15m regressions 579 elections in 80 democracies from 1945 to
2014

I “Overall, 22 variables are robustly associated with voter
turnout, including compulsory voting, concurrent elections,
competitive elections, inflation, previous turnout, and
economic globalization.”

I Note the study is not testing various nuanced theories,
including interaction effects.

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11109-021-09720-y
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11109-021-09720-y


No gender gap in turnout overall
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Figure 9. Difference in voter turnout between women and men

When the data are disaggregated by country, however, significant gender 
differences in voter turnout emerge in nearly a quarter of the countries in 
which the survey was conducted (Figure 10). The lowest rates of female 
participation in elections are found mainly in countries in the Middle East, 
North Africa and Asia. Female participation is lowest in Pakistan. Countries 
from diverse regions can be found in the middle of the range. Equal rates of 
participation were found in Australia and Argentina. Some countries in the 
Middle East—Turkey and Yemen—have almost equal rates of participation 
between female and male voters. Women are more active in elections than 
men in 21 of the countries, most notably Belarus, New Zealand, Russia and 
Trinidad and Tobago. 

3. Voter turnout across the globe

Source: Solijonov (International IDEA, 2016)



But big cross-national variation in gender turnout gap
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Voter Turnout Trends around the World

Figure 10. Difference in voter turnout between women and men by country

Russia
Belarus
New Zealand
Trinidad and Tobago
Taiwan
Estonia
Ukraine
Brazil
Jordan
Slovenia
Uruguay
Poland
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South Africa
Sweden
Thailand
Kazakhstan
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Yemen
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Germany
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United States
Kyrgyzstan
Singapore
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Ghana
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Rwanda
South Korea
Uzbekistan
Bahrain
Zimbabwe
Hong Kong
Azerbaijan
Tunisia
Iraq
Japan
Morocco
Palestine
Nigeria
Libya
Qatar
Kuwait
Egypt
Pakistan

Notes: The figure shows the differences between the percentage of female and male respondents who 
answered ‘always’ to the question: “Do you vote in national elections?” Data were collected from 58 countries.
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Turnout decline globally
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3. Voter turnout across the globe

Figure 4. Global voter turnout by region, 1945–2015 

Declining voter turnout in Europe

Plummeting voter turnout in Europe, which contains the largest number 
of established as well as new democracies, is a worrying phenomenon. A 
comparison of turnout trends between established democracies and the group 
of emerging democracies, which consists of the post-communist states, shows 
a big difference in the rate of decline in the past 25 years (Figure 5). The latter 
group of countries shows a much steeper decline compared to the established 
democracies. This means that the decline in Europe is disproportionately due 
to the sharp fall in voter turnout in the post-communist countries. Average 
turnout across these countries has declined by around 20 per cent since the 
first free elections held at the end of the 1980s. However, it is important to 
note a consistent decline in turnout of about 10 per cent in the established 
European democracies during the same period, albeit from a higher base.

Source: Solijonov (International IDEA, 2016)



Decline regardless of the level of democracy
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Figure 7. Voter Turnout trends based on level of democracy

Turnout in the most recent parliamentary elections 

Annex 1 lists countries in descending order based on voter turnout in the 
most recent national parliamentary (lower house) elections as of the end of 
2015. Among the 26 countries that have compulsory voting, 12 (46 per cent) 
are located at the top of the list, with turnout rates above 81 per cent. This 
provides good evidence of the impact of compulsory voting on voter turnout. 
However, two countries with compulsory voting (Egypt and Gabon) appear 
at the bottom of the list. This is because there are no sanctions for not voting 
in Gabon, while in Egypt, even though the law states that non-voters will be 
fined, this is not the practice in reality. 

Figure 8 summarizes the data in Annex 1. Almost half the countries in the 
world have voter turnouts of 60–79 per cent, while turnouts above 80 per cent 
can be found in only 20 per cent of countries. Only 4 per cent of countries 
have turnout rates below 39 per cent, which provides some consolation in the 
face of declining turnouts globally. 

3. Voter turnout across the globe

Source: Solijonov (International IDEA, 2016)



Decline faster in Eastern than Western Europe

26   International IDEA

Voter Turnout Trends around the World

Figure 5. Voter turnout in Europe, 1945–2015

Established European democracies (countries and territories): Andorra, Austria, Belgium, 
Cyprus, Denmark, Faroe Islands, Finland, France, Germany, Gibraltar, Greece, Iceland, 
Ireland, Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco, the Netherlands, Norway, 
Portugal, San Marino, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom.
Post-communist countries in Europe: Albania, Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, 
Croatia, Czechia, Estonia, Hungary, Kosovo, Latvia, Lithuania, Macedonia, Moldova, 
Montenegro, Poland, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Ukraine, Yugoslavia (the 
Union of Serbia and Montenegro).
* The first post-Cold War elections in post-communist countries were held during 1989–
1990. Poland held its first post-Cold War election in 1989, and 10 other countries followed 
in 1990. Data for the elections held in Poland and Yugoslavia before the end of Cold War 
are included in the VTD. There are no data in the VTD for elections held in the countries 
of the former Eastern bloc, the former Soviet Union or the former Yugoslavia before 1990.

An in-depth examination of declining voter turnout in post-communist 
Europe is beyond the scope of this report, but country level data may shed 
some light on the problem. Figure 6 presents a snapshot of differences in 
turnout between the first elections after the end of the Cold War and the most 
recent parliamentary elections held in each country. The decline is greater 
than 18 per cent in more than half the countries. In Albania the decline was 
nearly 46 per cent, while Bulgaria, Czechia, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia 
also experienced a significant downward trend in voter participation of more 
than 32 per cent. An increase in voter turnout can be observed in only two 
of the 22 countries. 

Source: Solijonov (International IDEA, 2016)



Decline not consistent within Western Europe

Sources: Mackie and Rose (1991) and IDEA (2008). Figure compiled by Maria Grasso.



Explanations for Turnout Decline

I Partisan dealignment (Dalton) + context (Heath 2007).
I Institutional changes:

I e.g. lowering of the voting age from 21 to 18, that reduce the
chances of people becoming habitual voters. The effect of the
institutional change then appears as a step change followed by
a gradual decline until all the cohorts that came of age before
the institutional change have died (Franklin, 2004).

I Blais (2006) argues the evidence for this is weak.

I Lower levels of union membership and hence union
mobilization (Gray and Caul 2000)

I Although party convergence has been mooted, there is mixed
evidence for this cross-nationally.

I Replacement of more civically minded cohorts with ones that
are less so (Blais et al 2004).



Turnout decline from Globalization.
Marshall and Fisher (BJPS, 2014)

I Economic globalization (especially capital mobility) reduces
power of governments

I So it matters less who controls government

I So there is less reason to vote

I Insufficient evidence that international trade leads to
compensation by governments and in turn higher turnout.

I Capital mobility reduces government spending which further
reduces turnout.

I Analysis deals with the spurious correlation problem with
trending variables.

I Results suggest that increased foreign ownership, especially
the most mobile capital flows, can explain up to two-thirds of
the large declines in turnout over recent decades.



Marshall and Fisher (BJPS, 2014) continued I



Marshall and Fisher (BJPS, 2014) continued II



The UK experience

Source: UKpolitical.info

Turnout 67% in 2019. The 2001 election was the most boring since
1865, which was basically a referendum on Palmerston (McLean).



Interest in politics is a strong driver of turnout in Britain

I Turnout dropped most in 2001 among those least interested.

NatCen Social Research

British Social Attitudes 33 | Politics 16

Table 5 Perceived difference between the parties, 1964-2015

  1964 1966 1970 Feb-74 Oct-74 1979 1983

% % % % % % %

Great difference 48 44 33 34 40 48 88

Some 25 27 28 30 30 30 10

Not much 27 29 39 36 30 22 7

Unweighted base 1699 1804 1780 2391 2332 1826 3893

  1987 1992 1997 2001 2005 2010 2015

% % % % % % %

Great difference 85 56 33 17 13 23 27

Some 11 32 43 39 43 43 42

Not much 5 12 24 44 44 34 31

Unweighted base 3776 1794 2836 1076 1049 1035 2056

Source: 1964-1997: British Election Study.2 Figures for 1964-1992 as quoted in Crewe et al. (1995) 
Respondents saying “don’t know” or who refused to answer have been excluded

The explanation for the failure of turnout to increase appears to lie 
in the fact that while those voters with a strong sense of political 
commitment were indeed just as likely to make it to the polls as 
before, those without that sense of commitment were particularly 
likely to stay at home. This pattern is apparent, for example, if we 
look at the reported level of turnout at recent elections according to 
how interested people say they are in politics (see Table 6). Whereas 
no less than 87% of those who say they have a “great deal” or “quite 
a lot” of interest in politics claim to have voted, among those with 
“not much” or no interest in politics at all, the proportion was as low 
as 45%, lower than at any other recent general election.

Table 6 Political interest and electoral participation, 1997-2015

% who voted 1997 2001 2005 2010 2015

Interest in politics

Great deal/quite a lot 87 81 82 86 87

Some 81 72 72 71 77

Not much/None at all 67 51 52 53 45

Source: 1997: British Election Study
The bases for Table 6 can be found in the appendix to this chapter

A not dissimilar pattern is in evidence if we undertake an equivalent 
analysis of turnout by whether or not people feel a sense of duty to 
vote. As can be seen in Table 7, no less than 84% of those who feel 
that there is a duty to vote report having cast a ballot in the 2015 
2  Between 1964 and October 1974 the question read, ‘Considering everything the parties 
stand for would you say there is a good deal of difference between them, some difference or not 
much difference?’.

Among those with “not 
much” or no interest 
in politics at all, the 
proportion who claim to 
have voted was as low as 
45%

Source: Curtice (BSA 2016)

I Likewise for strength of party ID since the 1980s.



Turnout change driven by changing interest in politics?

I Interest in politics has risen in recent years, but generally not
much change

Table 1 Levels of interest in politics, 1991–2017

1991 1994 1996 1998 2000 2001 2004 2005

How much interest in politics % % % % % % % %

Great deal/quite a lot 32 32 31 29 32 31 31 33

Some 31 35 33 36 33 35 34 35

Not much/none at all 36 33 37 35 35 34 36 31

Base 1445 2302 3620 3146 2293 3287 3199 4268

2008 2009 2010 2013 2015 2016 2017

How much interest in politics % % % % % % %

Great deal/quite a lot 35 31 31 32 36 42 43

Some 32 36 34 32 33 32 30

Not much/none at all 32 33 34 37 32 26 27

Base 1128 1143 1081 1063 4328 2942 3988

One possible explanation for this increase is, of course, that the 
advent of the debate about Britain’s relationship with the EU, 
attracted the interest and attention of some voters in the way that 
the routines of everyday party politics do not. The decision to leave 
the EU has certainly been described as one of the most important 
decisions that the country has taken since 1945. We cannot prove 
that this indeed is what has happened, but it certainly sounds like a 
plausible hypothesis.

Figure 1 Duty to vote, 1987-2017 

The data on which Figure 1 is based can be found in the appendix.

The proportion who 
think there is a great 
deal of difference 
between the parties 
has risen to 45%

NatCen Social Research
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Source: Curtice and Simpson (BSA 2018)



Turnout strongly correlated with duty to vote

NatCen Social Research
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election. In contrast just 24% of those who say that “it’s not really 
worth voting” claim to have voted, a proportion which is lower (albeit 
not significantly so) than the 31% who did so in 2010, although it is 
no lower than the equivalent proportion in 2001 and 2005.

Table 7 Turnout, by civic duty, 1987-2015

% who voted 1987 2001 2005 2010 2015

It’s not really worth voting 37 24 24 31 24

People should only vote if they 
care who wins 75 49 50 60 54

It’s everyone’s duty to vote 92 85 85 86 84

Source: 1987: British Election Study
The bases for Table 7 can be found in the appendix to this chapter

Quite why voters who were not strongly motivated to vote were 
particularly disinclined to vote at this election is not immediately 
apparent. One possibility is that the focus during much of the 
campaign on ‘process’ questions about which party might be willing 
to do a deal with whom in the event that no single party were to 
win an overall majority (as anticipated by the opinion polls), did not 
capture the imagination of those with little interest in politics (Cowley 
and Kavanagh, 2016). Certainly those with little or no interest in 
politics (17%) are much more likely than those with “a great deal” 
or “quite a lot” of interest in politics (3%) to say they do not know 
whether they prefer single party or coalition government, a pattern 
that is not necessarily in evidence on other questions in our survey.

Low levels of turnout are often a source of considerable concern. 
One reason is that if turnout is relatively low, there is seemingly a 
greater risk that those who make it to the polling station are not 
representative of the public as a whole (Citrin et al., 2003). In that 
event the outcome of an election may not necessarily reflect the 
views of the majority of voters. Certainly those who belong to some 
social groups are more likely to vote than others. A particularly 
striking example is the difference between the level of participation 
among younger and that among older people. As Table 8 shows, 
such a difference has always been in evidence, but when turnout first 
fell markedly in 2001, it did so particularly among those aged less 
than 45, and this pattern was repeated in 2005 and 2010 (although 
the figure for 18-24 year olds in 2010 should be treated with caution 
as it comprised fewer than 100 respondents). Unsurprisingly 
therefore, the age gap in turnout was in evidence once again at the 
most recent election, although it is not quite as big as it was at the 
three previous elections.

Just 24% of those who 
say that “it’s not really 
worth voting” claim to 
have voted

The age gap in turnout 
was in evidence once 
again at the most recent 
election

Source: Curtice (BSA 2016)



Turnout change driven by changing duty to vote?

Table 1 Levels of interest in politics, 1991–2017

1991 1994 1996 1998 2000 2001 2004 2005

How much interest in politics % % % % % % % %

Great deal/quite a lot 32 32 31 29 32 31 31 33

Some 31 35 33 36 33 35 34 35

Not much/none at all 36 33 37 35 35 34 36 31

Base 1445 2302 3620 3146 2293 3287 3199 4268

2008 2009 2010 2013 2015 2016 2017

How much interest in politics % % % % % % %

Great deal/quite a lot 35 31 31 32 36 42 43

Some 32 36 34 32 33 32 30

Not much/none at all 32 33 34 37 32 26 27

Base 1128 1143 1081 1063 4328 2942 3988

One possible explanation for this increase is, of course, that the 
advent of the debate about Britain’s relationship with the EU, 
attracted the interest and attention of some voters in the way that 
the routines of everyday party politics do not. The decision to leave 
the EU has certainly been described as one of the most important 
decisions that the country has taken since 1945. We cannot prove 
that this indeed is what has happened, but it certainly sounds like a 
plausible hypothesis.

Figure 1 Duty to vote, 1987-2017 

The data on which Figure 1 is based can be found in the appendix.

The proportion who 
think there is a great 
deal of difference 
between the parties 
has risen to 45%

NatCen Social Research
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Source: Curtice and Simpson (BSA 2018)

The recent uptick might help explain the rises in turnout in 2015
and 2017.



Table 2 Perceived difference between the parties, 1964-2017

1964 1966 1970 Feb 
1974

Oct 
1974 1979 1983 1987

% % % % % % % %

Great difference 48 44 33 34 40 48 88 85

Some 25 27 28 30 30 30 10 11

Not much 27 29 39 36 30 22 7 5

Base 1699 1804 1780 2391 2332 1826 3893 3776

1992 1997 2001 2005 2010 2015 2017

% % % % % % %

Great difference 56 33 17 13 23 27 45

Some 32 43 39 43 43 42 35

Not much 12 24 44 44 34 31 20

Base 1794 2836 1076 1049 1035 2056 2854

Source: 1964-1997: British Election Study. Figures for 1964-1992 as quoted in Crewe et al (1995). 
Respondents saying “don’t know’ or who refused to answer have been excluded. Between 1964 
and October 1974 the question read, ‘Considering everything the parties stand for would you say 
there is a good deal of difference between them, some difference or not much difference?’ 

So, at the 2017 election voters were more likely to think they were 
being presented with a big choice, and at the same time reported 
stronger motivations to vote. Indeed, being presented with bigger 
choices at elections and referendums may well have persuaded 
some voters to take a closer interest in what is going on in politics. 
In any event, what is clear is that all three of our measures are 
strongly related to the likelihood that people voted in the election. 
For example, no less than 86% of those who say they have ‘a great 
deal’ or ‘quite a lot’ of interest in politics reported voting in the 2017 
election, compared with 76% of those with ‘some’ interest and only 
48% of those with little or no interest. Similarly, 85% of those who 
say that it is everyone’s duty to vote cast a ballot in 2017, compared 
with 60% of those who say that people should only vote if the 
care who wins, and just 22% of those who feel that it is not really 
worth voting. Meanwhile 83% of those who thought there was a big 
difference between the parties voted in the election, while 74% of 
those who felt there was some difference did so, and only 59% of 
those who felt there was none. 

Crucially, all of these figures for the level of turnout amongst those 
with different levels of motivation and perceptions of the distance 
between the parties are the same or very similar to the equivalent 
figures for the 2015 election. That strongly suggests that the increase 
in turnout was indeed underpinned by the fact that more people 
had a strong motivation to vote and/or thought there was a big 
difference between the parties (and not because of any change in the 

83% of those who 
thought there was a big 
difference between the 
parties voted

NatCen Social Research
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Source: Curtice and Simpson (BSA 2018)

“83% of those who thought there was a big difference between the

parties voted in the election, while 74% of those who felt there was some

difference did so, and only 59% of those who felt there was none.”



Perceptions of parties changed most among young people
in 2017

Table 5 Perceived Difference between the Parties by age group, 2015 and 2017

18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65+

% % % % % %

2015

Great 22 26 25 22 29 34

Some 56 45 47 39 32 36

Not much 21 28 28 39 38 29

Base 125 290 348 381 337 570

2017

Great 47 40 38 43 48 51

Some 39 44 39 34 31 29

Not much 14 16 22 23 21 20

Base 148 415 452 516 471 849

Change 2015-17

Great +25 +14 +13 +21 +19 +17

Some -17 -1 -8 -5 -1 -7

Not Much -7 -12 -6 -16 -17 -9

Indeed, if we compare the pattern of turnout in 2017 with that in 
2015, we find little support for this expectation, much touted though 
it might have been. In Table 6 we show the reported level of turnout 
within each age group recorded by BSA after each election since 
1997, together with the referendum on the UK’s membership of the 
EU in 2016. We find that turnout was higher in 2017 than in 2015 in 
all but one of our age groups. True, the increase is – just – highest 
amongst those aged 18-24, but at five points is still no more than 
modest, and is almost matched by a four-point increase amongst 
those aged 45-54. In truth, the differences between our age groups 
in the increase in turnout since 2015 are no more than we might be 
expected to occur simply as a result of the chance variation to which 
all surveys are subject. To that extent our findings support Prosser 
et al.’s (2018) conclusion, based on the data collected by the BES, 
that there is insufficient evidence to support the claim that there was 
a particularly marked increase in turnout amongst younger voters 
between 2015 and 2017.

There is insufficient 
evidence to support 
the claim that there 
was a particularly 
marked increase 
in turnout amongst 
younger voters

NatCen Social Research
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Source: Curtice and Simpson (BSA 2018)



Turnout did not increase especially among young people
between 2015 and 2017, but it did between 2001 and 2017

Table 6 Turnout by Age, 1997-2017 

18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65+

% % % % % %

Voted in

1997 61 68 78 85 89 87

2001 42 55 65 77 74 82

2005 40 56 66 76 80 85

2010 45 49 68 75 85 89

2015 56 55 64 75 80 84

2016 (EU referendum) 66 63 70 82 88 89

2017 61 57 65 79 79 87

Change

2001-17 +19 +2 0 +2 +5 +5

2015-17 +5 +2 +1 +4 -1 +3

Bases for this table can be found in the appendix to this chapter. 
Note: Those who said they did not know whether they voted or who refused to say are excluded 
from the denominator on which these figures are calculated. 

Source: 1997: British Election Study

However, we might be thought to be adopting too narrow a focus 
by looking only at the difference in turnout between 2015 and 2017. 
After all, previous research has demonstrated that when turnout 
fell heavily at the 2001 election (from 71% to just 59%), it did so 
particularly heavily amongst the youngest cohort of voters (Bromley 
and Curtice, 2002; Phelps 2004). Since then, however, turnout has 
increased gradually from election to election, such that, at 69%, in 
2017 it was almost once again at the level recorded in 1997. Perhaps 
this long-term increase in turnout has been accompanied by some 
reversal of the widening of the age differences in turnout, with 
participation increasing more noticeably amongst younger voters?

Table 6 suggests that there is evidence for this proposition. First of 
all, it shows that turnout had already increased rather more amongst 
younger voters in 2015 (Curtice, 2016). At that election participation 
increased (as compared with 2010) by 11 points amongst those aged 
18-24 and by six points amongst those aged 25-34. In contrast, it 
fell by five points amongst those aged over 55. In other words, the 
age difference in turnout had already narrowed in 2015 (and indeed 
seemed to narrow a little bit more in the EU referendum in 2016). If 
we compare the level of turnout amongst 18-24 year olds in 2017 
with that in the same age group at each of the elections between 
2001 and 2010, we observe that in all three cases there is a markedly 
big increase in turnout (of between 16 and 21 points). In contrast, 
with one exception (25-34 year olds as compared with 2010 when, 
it should be noted, fewer than usual respondents were asked how 
they had voted), the level of turnout amongst the other age groups 
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Also worth perusing the table for what it says about cohort effects
and voting as a habit.



Rise in turnout in 2017 was not because Labour were
much better at mobilising their supporters

Table 7, which shows the level of participation by Conservative and 
Labour identifiers at each of the last five general elections, reveals 
that those who say they identify with Labour have always tended 
to be less likely to vote than their Conservative counterparts. In this 
the 2017 election did not prove to be an exception. True, the level 
of turnout increased by four points amongst Labour identifiers, and 
was, indeed, higher than at any other recent election. But it also 
edged up by a couple of points amongst Conservative supporters. 
Meanwhile, at eight points, the gap between the two groups was 
still bigger than that registered in both 2001 and 2010. So far as its 
relative effectiveness at getting the party’s supporters to the polls is 
concerned, it seems that the Labour campaign of 2017 did not have 
anything particularly remarkable to commend it.

Table 7 Turnout Amongst Conservative and Labour Identifiers 2001-2017

2001 2005 2010 2015 2017

% % % % %

Party ID

Con 77 84 82 86 88

Base 743 1055 298 1416 933

Lab 74 73 77 76 80

Base 1480 1718 311 1246 1104

Note: Those who said they did not know whether they voted or who refused to say are excluded 
from the denominator on which these figures are calculated.

This should hardly surprise us. As we noted earlier, Labour’s share 
of votes cast did increase markedly amongst younger voters, that is, 
those aged 45 or less. But in so far as this meant that the party was 
gaining ground amongst a section of the electorate that remained 
relatively less likely to vote, this arguably made it more rather than 
less difficult for the party to mobilise its potential support. True, some 
of this disadvantage may have been offset by the fact that the party 
also advanced relatively strongly amongst graduates (Curtice, 2017), 
who are more likely to vote (as many as 82% did so in 2017), but 
overall the outcome of the 2017 election gives little reason to believe 
that the party has found a formula that enables it to make significant 
progress simply by mobilising those previously disinclined to vote.

Those who say they 
identify with Labour 
have always tended to 
be less likely to vote 
than their Conservative 
counterparts
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Rising educational turnout inequality in the US

Source: Dalton (2022)

https://academic.oup.com/edited-volume/44007/chapter/371817070


Compulsory voting as a remedy to decline and inequality in
turnout. (Lijphart, APSR, 1997)

I Low turnout means unequal turnout, biased against less
well-to-do citizens
I E.g. Britain 2015, turnout for routine and semi-routine

occupations was 60%, but 80% for professionals and
managers. But policy preferences of non-voters similar to
voters. (Curtice, 2016)

I Also note age gap above and ethnicity gaps in some countries.

I Problem can be solved by enforced compulsory voting

I It may also increase other political participation, reduce the
role of money in politics, and discourage attack advertising
(which mainly depress opposition turnout).

I It is illiberal, but you can still cast a blank or spoilt ballot.

I Far from as onerous as jury service, taxes, school attendance,
and other legal obligations.



Conclusion

I Rational Choice provides a useful framework for thinking
about turnout decisions.

I Although there are lots of interesting and sensible hypotheses,
the empirical evidence for many are mixed or problematic,
partly because of complicating circumstances.

I How much difference voters see between the parties seems to
be a powerful predictor for who votes and changes over time
at the aggregate level, and increasingly with fewer partisans

I To the extent that turnout has declined due to cohort
replacement, it is unlikely to recover quickly and there are
implications for intergenerational and other inequalities in
representation and government legitimacy.

I Enforced compulsory voting is an effective practical solution.


